
Instructions for datasets and assignments 

General 

Each of tasks below should be processed by DM-CRISP methodology, which will be presented 

on lectures. We expect an analytic report that should contain at least: 

 description of the solved problem – to be obvious that you understand the task 

 input data description 

 process steps, methods, techniques (e. g. description of data transformation) 

 data exploration with proper charts/diagrams – to be obvious that you have 

understood data and relations 

 predictive or classification model (if not stated differently) for a proper target 

 model performance evaluation 

 summary, conclusion 

The expected volume of a report is 6 to 12 pages (recalculated to the A4 format) of text and 

charts. You can keep a source code in your report but it is not taken into account for the 

report volume. 

The report may be made in Czech or in English. 

Changes of instructions during assignment processing are possible. Student may suggest any 

change if there is a reason for it; teacher will deal with this demand as soon as possible. 

Datasets 

Datasets are saved on shared place of Profinit company https://nextcloud.profinit.eu. 

Anyone has to be registered for data access. Some datasets have more than one assignments. 

Below is the list of datasets with short description. 

 King James Bible – the Bible in an ancient English translation (17th century) 

 NHL Players – individual statistics of the NHL players in seasons 2004 to 2018 

 Chess ratings – official monthly lists of chess players (Jan 2019 to Dec 2021): 

rating, sex, age, played games count 

 Kingbase – chess games database with game records move by move 

 Bystrina – annual puzzle contest, scores by persons and puzzles, puzzle texts 

 Geodata – bundle of datasets describing social, demographic and economic state of 

municipalities in the Czech republic, toghether with election results 

Some datasets may be linked with other public data. We expect that student can do it 

individually.  

https://nextcloud.profinit.eu/


Assignments 

King James Bible 1 

Example for motivation: Does the verse (by its text) belong to the Old Testament, or to the 

New Testament? 

Exploration tips: explore particular Bible books for length of items (chapter, verse or words 

number) and for quality (the most frequent words including or excluding stopwords etc.) 

Model: classification for each verse, whether it belongs to the Old Testament, or to the New 

Testament. 

NHL Players 1 

Example for motivation: How many times will the player S score next season? Will it be 

more than the last season? 

Exploration tips: explore correlation of goals in particular seasons and relation to other 

features like post, ice-time, age etc.) 

Model: prediction of goals scored in the next season either as binary (will/won’t get better) or 

quantitative (amount of points) 

NHL Players 2 

Example for motivation: Will the player T be traded next season? 

Exploration tips: detect player’s trade, explore relation to varius features (age, team, goals, 

ice-time, previous trades etc.) 

Model: prediction of player’s trade in next season 

NHL Players 3 

Example for motivation: Will the player Z have average ice-time over 16 minutes next 

season? 

Exploration tips: explore correlation of ice-time in particular seasons and relation to player’s 

statistics (goals, faceoffs, post, number of seasons etc.) 

Model: prediction whether player will have an average ice-time over 16 minutes in next 

season (the threshold can be changed) 

NHL Players 4 

Example for motivation: What will be the rank of player P when we know his statistics of 

current season? 

Exploration tips: explore relation of rank to various statistics and features in the same season 

Model: estimate of rank when given statistics and features for the same season; could be 

binary, too (will be among 20/50/100 best players) 

Chess ratings 1 

Example for motivation: Will the player N have higher rating next month or next year? 

Exploration tips: explore relation of rating changes (differences) to previous changes and 

other characteristics (age, sex, seasonality etc.) 

Model: prediction of rating change in next month (quarter, year) either as binary (will/won’t 

get better) or quantitative (amount of points) 



Chess ratings 2 

Example for motivation: How many games will player M play next year? 

Exploration tips: explore correlation of games number in particular periods (months, 

quarters, years) and look for relation to other characteristics (age, sex, rating etc.) 

Model: prediction of games played in next month/quarter/year either as binary (will/won’t 

play more; or will/won’t play 10+) or quantitative (amount of games) 

Chess ratings 3 

Example for motivation: How did the covid pandemic impact playing chess? 

Exploration tips: explore correlation of games number in particular periods (months, 

quarters, years) and look for relation to other characteristics (age, sex, rating etc.) 

Model: prediction of games played in next month/quarter/year either as binary (will/won’t 

play more; or will/won’t play 10+) or quantitative (amount of games) 

Kingbase 1 

Example for motivation: Will I win the game when having rating 100 points higher and 

white pieces? 

Exploration tips: explore relation of the game result to the rating difference and other 

features (rating average, year, month, frequent words in metadata like “blitz” or “rapid” etc.) 

Model: prediction of game result (as a category or binary) when given ratings of players and 

other features. 

Kingbase 2 

Example for motivation: How many moves can a weak player resist a strong one?  

Exploration tips: explore relation of move count to rating difference, esp. for big differences; 

take also other features into account (rating average, year, month, frequent words in 

metadata like “blitz” or “rapid” etc.) 

Model: prediction of move count (quantitative of binary at least/less 40 moves) when given 

ratings of players and other features 

Kingbase 3 

Example for motivation: Can we estimate the result of a game when we know first 5 moves 

of both sides? 

Exploration tips: explore relation of the opening move sequences to the game result; take also 

other features into account (rating difference and average, year, month, frequent words in 

metadata like “blitz” or “rapid” etc.)  

Model: prediction of game result (as a category or binary) when given sequence of first 5 

moves of both players and possibly other features 

Bystrina 1 

Example for motivation: How many points will get the contestant C in the final round if we 

know his/her gains from previous rounds? 

Exploration tips: explore correlations among gains in particular rounds; take also the 

composition of each round into account (puzzle types, authors etc.) 

Model: estimate a number of points in the 13th round when given result of all previous rounds 

and possibly details about puzzles. 



Bystrina 2 

Example for motivation: Which puzzles contribute mostly to the final ranking and which 

ones are insignificant for it? 

Exploration tips: explore correlation between result in a puzzle and total sum (possibly 

without that puzzle); explore mean gain in a puzzle in quintiles made by the total sum of 

points. 

Model: estimate the correlation or the differences in gains (best−worst group) given the type, 

author, position (order in the round), length of puzzle etc. 

Bystrina 3 

Example for motivation: Are some types of puzzles or some authors significantly harder 

compared to the average? 

Exploration tips: explore frequencies and mean gains by main authors and by main types; 

take different composition of puzzle types for particular authors; look into puzzle text 

(number of lines, incidence of words etc.) 

Model: estimate a mean gain in a puzzle given the author, the type, possibly the number of 

lines and other features take from the puzzle text. 

Geodata 1 

Example for motivation: If the rate of people with college degree in town T will be 10pct 

higher, how will it affect the result for party P? 

Exploration tips: explore relation of vote share to demographic variables of the municipality 

(education, age group, religion, population size; consider a logistic transformation) 

Model: estimate a vote share for various parties using demographic features 

Geodata 2 

Example for motivation: Which factors do affect the poll turnout? 

Exploration tips: explore relation of poll turnout to demographic variables of the 

municipality (education, age group, religion, population size; consider a logistic 

transformation) or position of the municipality in a region or state (e. g. distance to central 

city) 

Model: prediction of the poll turnout (quantitative or binary higher/lower than average) 

Geodata 3 

Example for motivation: Is there a relationship between crime rate and demographic 

features? 

Exploration tips: explore correlation of crime rate and some demographic variable (e. g. rate 

of people with college education, above 65 years, unemployed etc.) 

Model: estimation of a crime rate when demographic features are given 

Geodata 4 

Example for motivation: What parts of the country did change most from to 2011 to 2021? 

Exploration tips: Pick up metrics of change (e. g. differences in population, in education, in 

age). Compute them for regions, counties, by municipality size, the distance from big cities 

etc. 

Model: estimate the change given the region, municipality size etc. 


